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ABSTRACT

By the analysis of vulnerabilities of Android native system services, we find that some vulnerabilities are caused
by inconsistent data transmission and inconsistent data processing logic between client and server. The existing
research cannot find the above two types of vulnerabilities and the test cases of them face the problem of low
coverage. In this paper, we propose an extraction method of test cases based on the native system services of
the client and design a case construction method that supports multi-parameter mutation based on genetic
algorithm and priority strategy. Based on the above method, we implement a detection tool-BArcherFuzzer to
detect vulnerabilities of Android native system services. The experiment results show that BArcherFuzzer found
four vulnerabilities of hundreds of exception messages, all of them were confirmed by Google and one was assigned
a Common Vulnerabilities and Exposures (CVE) number (CVE-2020-0363).
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1 Introduction

The highest proportion of mobile operating systems is still Android [1], each version of the
Android system is open source (AOSP). Many mobile phone manufacturers customize their own
Android operating systems based on AOSP. The Android system provides many practical functions,
such as taking photos, and playing multimedia. These functions are provided by Android system
services. However, system services are also the target favored by attackers. Once the system service is
attacked, it can directly cause crashes of the Android system or even more serious problems. Although
Android systems are updated every year, a number of vulnerabilities have been reported [2]. Many of
them are Android native system services vulnerabilities.

In 2016, Feng et al. [3] captured the input model of target services by recording the requests of 30
popular Android applications. This method cannot restore the precise data types of the parameters
passed by service interfaces, such as variable names and types. In addition, since the acquisition of
interfaces and data types completely depends on the triggered functions during the use of Android
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applications, it is difficult to obtain all service interfaces. Next year, Iannillo et al. [4] proposed a
tool, Chizpurfle, which uses Java reflection methods to obtain the parameter types of interfaces to
do fuzzing for the custom Java services in the non-AOSP systems. In 2020, Liu et al. [5] proposed a
server-based method to extract interfaces and detect vulnerabilities in Android native system services.
This method directly analyzes source codes of the server of native system services. Based on the analysis
data, the method extracts data types of interfaces for native system services to detect vulnerabilities.
However, the test case-generating method is based on random generation, and the test coverage is low.
The method of initializing the data types of Binder servers also misses some data types defined by the
client interface, which reduces the number of discovered vulnerabilities.

In the vulnerability analysis of the native system services, we found that there are vulnerabilities
caused by inconsistent data transmission and inconsistent data processing logic between the client
and the server. The analysis of the two types of vulnerabilities needs the knowledge of the data type
transmitted by the corresponding client interfaces of native system services, but these data cannot be
directly obtained from the server code analysis of native system services. For the native system service
vulnerability analysis methods, the test coverage of the methods of generating test cases for native
system service vulnerability detection methods is low. To detect the above two vulnerabilities in native
system services, the challenges we face are as follows: (1) How to extract more interfaces of native
system services and construct the response between client and server? (2) How to accurately analyze
the detailed transmission data type of interfaces and construct vulnerability test cases? (3) How to
solve the mutation problem of multiple parameters in the test cases?

In this paper, we proposed an automatic fuzz testing method for the vulnerabilities caused by
inconsistent data and inconsistent logic processing of Android native system services. We extract
interfaces of the system service from the client source code of the system service and construct an
abstract syntax tree (AST) for transmission data type corresponding to the interface. Based on the
above data, we use a genetic algorithm to construct test cases for fuzz testing of native system services.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

(1) We extract interfaces from the client source code of the Android native system service, and all
data transmission types for each interface.

(2) We propose a multiple parameter mutation by genetic algorithm to generate test cases of
interfaces. This method can improve the test coverage of test cases.

(3) To detect the vulnerabilities caused by inconsistent data and inconsistent logical processing
of Android native system services, we propose and implement an automated fuzzer, BArcherFuzzer.
Some vulnerabilities were successfully found from hundreds of abnormal crash information, these
were confirmed by Google and one was assigned CVE-2020-0363 by CVE. BArcherFuzzer can work
with most major Android versions.

2 Background

The design of Android Binder is the Client-Server communication mode. A process acts as a server,
providing services such as media playback, audio, and video capture; Multiple App processes as clients
send service requests to the server to obtain the required service functions. The binder is implemented
on both the Client and Server sides. (1) For the Server, Binder can be regarded as the access point
of a specific service provided by the Server to the Client, and the Client sends a request to the Server
through the access point to use the service; (2) For Client, Binder can be regarded as a pipeline entrance
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to Server. To communicate with a Server, the Client must first establish this pipeline and obtain the
pipeline entrance.

Different from other Inter-Process Communication (IPC) methods, the Binder mechanism adopts
object-oriented thinking to express the Binder as the access point and the pipeline entrance in the
Client. Binder is an object in the Server, that can access the specific service method of the upper layer;
The pipeline entries of different Clients can be regarded as the handle to the Binder entity object. Once
the handle is obtained, the method of the object can be called to access the Server. From the perspective
of communication, the Binder in the Client can also be regarded as the “agent” of the Binder object
in the Server, which provides services to the Client on behalf of the remote Server locally. The Binder
mechanism blurs the boundaries between processes and dilutes the communication process between
processes, making the entire Android system run in the same object-oriented program.

2.1 Binder Communication

The Binder mechanism is a unique IPC method of the Android system, and it is also the basis for
the establishment of Android system services.

Fig. 1 is the communication model of Binder [6], which includes four roles: Server, Client,
ServiceManager and Binder driver. The relationship between these four roles is similar to the TCP/IP
network structure: Server is the server; Client is the client; ServiceManager is the domain name server
(DNS), and the driver is the router.

Figure 1: Binder communication model

After the Android system is started, the Server will start the internal service and create the Binder
entity object corresponding to the service, then send a “registration service” request to the Service
Manager. Service Manager will save a “name-reference” table in itself according to the request packet,
just like the “domain name-IP” table stored in DNS. When the Client wants to use a specific service
function, the Client will send a “Get Service” request to the Service Manager and query the “Name-
Reference” table to obtain the Binder proxy (reference) object. After that, the Client can directly
use the specific service corresponding to the Server side through the Binder proxy object. All these
communication processes are built on the Binder driver. The Binder driver is like a router. It is
responsible for the establishment of the Binder communication and the transfer of Binder objects
between processes. It is the core of the Binder communication.
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2.2 Binder Attack Model

In recent years, many CVEs [7] about Android are relevant to the Binder interface. Few researchers
explored the security of the Binder mechanism itself, but only used Binder as an attack entry point.
After analyzing a large number of Android system vulnerabilities, the BinderCracker author team
found that [3], the fundamental reason for choosing Binder as the attack vector is: That the attacker can
manipulate the underlying Binder interface to send the constructed malicious data to the server side,
thereby bypassing all the integrity check of the upper client. As we know, Android is a mobile operating
system jointly developed in Java and C++. The Android system generally sets a very comprehensive
check in the public Application Programming Interface (API) provided by the upper Java framework
layer and then uses the BpBinder interface encapsulated in Java step by step to the C++ Binder
interface, and the bottom layer performs actual cross-process communication through the Binder
driver. However, due to the existence of Java Native Interface (JNI) and Native Development Kit
(NDK), an attacker can bypass the check in the Java public API by manipulating the underlying Native
Binder interface directly.

3 Motivation

Inconsistent data transmission vulnerability. The inconsistent data transmission vulnerability
between the client and the server can be shown in Fig. 2. The 3rd line data type of the client code of
a system service transmits is long, but the data type of the corresponding server is int. Long occupies
8 bytes in memory, and int occupies 4 bytes in memory. From the 3rd line of the server, the starting
position of the data read by the server will be wrong, so the data read in each following step will be
wrong, which will directly cause the system service crash.

Figure 2: Inconsistent data transfer vulnerability between client and server

Inconsistent processing vulnerability. The inconsistent processing vulnerability between the client
and the server can be shown in Fig. 3. There are a variety of processes of data interaction between
client and server. For this sample code, there are four possible processes of data interaction of sending
data from client to server: (1) 1 −> 2 −> 3 −> 4 −> 5; (2) 1 −> 2 −> 3 −> 4 −> 6; (3) 1 −> 2 −>
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4 −> 5; (4) 1 −> 2 −> 4 −> 6. For the data receiver of server, there are two processes: (1) 1 −> 2 −>
3 −> 4 −> 6; (2) 1 −> 2 −> 4 −> 6. Based on the above analysis, if the client uses the data.writeint32
method in step 5 when constructing data, the server will use the data.readint64 method in step 6 for
receiving data. This will cause the server to receive data out-of-bounds exceptions, resulting in the
system service memory overflow.

Figure 3: Inconsistent processing vulnerability

Based on the above analysis, the above two vulnerabilities cannot be directly analyzed based on
the server code of the system service. The analysis of these two vulnerabilities needs to be based on the
data transfer process between the client and the server.

4 Design and Implementation

This section elaborates on the proposed vulnerability mining method of the Android native system
service. The overview design is shown in Fig. 4. First, We extract all interfaces of the system service
through the client source code of the system service. These interfaces are the test entry points for
fuzz testing. Second, based on interfaces, we need to know the number of parameters and data
types required for each interface. We construct an abstract syntax tree (AST) for transmission data
type corresponding to the interface. Third, based on the number of parameters and data types for
each interface, we need to design algorithms to automate the generation of test cases. Fourthly, the
fuzzing test of Android system services is conducted by using the constructed test cases, and triggering
exceptions. BArcherFuzzer also monitors the code coverage in order to feed back to the test cases in
Step 3 to dynamically adjust the generation strategy.
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Figure 4: Overview of the framework of BArcherFuzzer

4.1 Extract Interfaces of Native System Service

In this paper, the Android system source code is used to obtain the native system service interface.
Because BArcherFuzzer is based on the extraction of the client interface of the native system service,
two problems need to be solved: (1) interface search; and (2) interface extraction.

(1) Interface search. The interfaces of the native system service in AOSP can be implemented in two
forms: One is the code of C++; the other is encoding on the file of Android Interface Definition
Language (AIDL). AIDL files are converted into C++ codes after AOSP compilation.
Interface search aims to find all the interface definition classes and function codes of the
client for the native system services in AOSP. Therefore, compiling AOSPI can unify the
implementation methods of all interfaces of native system services into the C++ codes. In
this paper, we manually analyze the code of the client interface of some native system services.
The Java function calls the Binder server through the transact function of the BpBinder class.
The sample code in Fig. 5 clearly shows that the class implemented by the client’s interface
inherits BpInterface. Through this feature, we can search all client interfaces in AOSP.

Figure 5: Sample code of a client interface of native system service

(2) Interface extraction. Based on the summarization of the interface characteristics, we design an
interface extraction method based on a heuristic search algorithm. As shown in Algorithm 1,
all the files of the compiled AOSP are AOSPFiles, and the content of them is fileContent. All
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methods in the file are identified separately because a method belonging to a system service
client interface has a unified inheritance interface BpInterface. So we match all methods based
on rules that manual extraction to identify interfaces. Once a method matches a rule, the
interface name interfaceName is obtained, and the interface name and the file path Interfaces
where the interface is located.

Algorithm 1: Heuristic search interface algorithm
Require: AOSPFiles ⇐ compiled AOSP files, Rules ⇐ rule set of service interfaces
Ensure: Interfaces {Store all interfaces}
1: for each fileItem ∈ AOSPFiles do
2: fileContent ⇐ open (fileItem)
3: for each method ∈ fileContent do
4: interfaceName ⇐ getInterface (method, Rules)
5: if interfaceName �= ∅ then
6: Interfaces.put (interfaceName, fileItem)
7: end if
8: end for
9: end for
10: return Interfaces

4.2 Extract the Types of Data Sent by the Client

The fuzzing method needs to simulate the client of the native system service to send real data to
the server to call the service. Therefore, for the client interface of the obtained native system service,
BArcherFuzzer needs to obtain the data types of each interface. Fig. 6 shows a sample code of the
Android native system service, in which the client sends a service call to the server.

Figure 6: Sample code for sending data from the client of the system service

The 11th line is that the client calls the transaction sending function transact() to communicate
with the server of the system service. The data transmitted to the server through the network is data
with Parcel type. SET_RETRANSMIT _ENDPOINT is the called destination service, and the reply
is the response information sent to the client by the server. In lines 6 to 9, the data types contained in
data are Int32 and Int, and different services will use different data types. Different data types occupy
different numbers of bytes in memory. When the server receives the data and parses it, it will reverse
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the corresponding data according to the number of bytes. Otherwise, the service will read the number
of bytes out of range, and the system service will crash.

The target sending data extracted by BArcherFuzzer is data with Parcel type in each interface. To
identify all possible data types in data, BArcherFuzzer uses the abstract syntax tree (AST) to parse
the source code of the client. Fig. 7 is the AST of Fig. 6, which shows the complete data type of data
object, and it can show the different data types in different processes. Algorithm 2 describes the process
of extracting the type of data included in data based on AST. AST is the format in which the client
interface code is converted into AST. At first, traversing each node from the root node of AST, if the
node has the identity of ‘data’, getting the type attribute value saved by the type of the node. Then
storing the attribute value in the type storage variable ExpRet. If the node belongs to the conditional
branch IfStmt, it indicates that the filling data of data has multiple branches. To obtain all possible
types of data, copy the data of ExpRet as ExpRetNew, and then for each subtree CallExpx belonging
to the child node of the conditional branch node CallExpx childTree performs data type recognition
by repeating the above process. Finally, DataTypeSet saves the type of data in all possible situations.

Figure 7: AST of the sample code

Algorithm 2: Construct the data types based on AST
Require: AST ⇐ AST, ExpRet ⇐ all data types for a conditional branch
Ensure: DataTypeSet {all data types set of an interface}
1: for each node ∈ AST do
2: if string ‘data’ ∈ node then
3: type ⇐ Get the data type of the node getType (node)
4: ExpRet ⇐ store data type in ExpRet add (ExpRet, type)
5: end if

(Continued)
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Algorithm 2 (continued)
6: if string ‘IfStmt’ ∈ node then
7: for Get all nodes from the subtreeCallExpx callExpxNode do
8: ExpRetNew ⇐ copy the data deepcopy (ExpRet)
9: childTree ⇐ get all nodes from the subtreegetChildTree (callExpxNode)
10: TraveConstruct (childTree, ExpRetNew, DataTypeSet) {Recursively call the method of
constructing the data type}
11: end for
12: end if
13: end for
14: DataTypeSet ⇐ Store all possible data types inDataTypeSet add (DataTypeSet, ExpRet)

4.3 Construct Test Cases

Based on the extracted data types in data, we introduce the method to generate test cases
corresponding to the native system service interface. Test cases directly affect whether vulnerabilities
can be triggered. As shown in Algorithm 3, the construction of a test case includes initialization and
test case generation.

Algorithm 3: Test case generation based on genetic algorithm
Require: DataTypeSet ⇐ data all possible filling data types for data, w ⇐ threshold of the function,
size ⇐ threshold of seed size
Ensure: seedDataSet {all data test cases}
1: for each dataType ∈ DataTypeSet do
2: seedDataSet ⇐ initialization seedData = random (dataType)
3: end for
{The initialized generation of test cases can be used to fuzzing, the following is the process of generating
test cases after fuzzing}
4: for each s ∈ seedDataSet do
5: fitValue ⇐ fit(s)
6: if fitValue > w then
7: TmpSeedDataSet ⇐ Keep test cases as an alternativeseedItem
8: end if
9: end for
10: SeedDataSet⇐ ∅ {Empty the data set}
11: for each s ∈ random (TmpSeedDataSet) do
12: if fs (s,ni) == true then
13: continue
14: end if
15: paramList = sort (s)
16: for each param ∈ paramList do
17: seedDataSet ⇐ Do mutation operation mutate (s,param)
18: end for
19: end for
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(1) Initialization

First, according to the extracted data type in data, initialize a test case seedData and add it to the
set seedDataSet of test cases. The initialization of the test case is based on the data type of data. Data
types include basic data types, such as integer (Int), floating-point type (Float), and string (String),
as well as derived data types, such as Binder. To maximize the probability that test cases trigger the
abnormality of the system service, the boundary value is used for each conventional data type in the
initialization. For the system class type, the construction method belonging to the object class can
be obtained by the analysis of the client interfaces, so the entity of the corresponding class can be
obtained. In summary, the initialization of different data types in the above test cases is shown in
Table 1. The seed pool seedDataSet generated at the beginning can be applied to subsequent service
tests directly.

Table 1: Initialize the data type of the test case

Data type Initialize values Data type Initialize values

Int 0, 1, −1, null, Int.Max, Int.Min,
random

Int[] Construct an array of random size
and insert integer values

Float 0, 1, −1, null, Float.Max,
Float.Min, random

Float[] Construct an array of random size
and insert float values

String null, “”, string with special
character, random length string

String[] Construct an array of random size
and insert string values

Boolean true, false Boolean[] Construct an array of random size
and insert bool values

Double 0, −1.0, 1.0, null,Double.Max,
Double.Min, random

Double[] Construct an array of random size
and insert double values

Long 0, 1, −1, null, Long.Max,
Long.Min, random

Long[] Construct an array of random size
and insert long values

Byte 0, 1, −1, null, Byte.Max, Byte.Min,
random

Byte[] Construct an array of random size
and insert byte values

System
class

null, create method of system class

(2) Test case generation based on genetic algorithm

After the first round of fuzz testing, to increase the test coverage of the system service to trigger
more vulnerabilities with the service. As described in Algorithm 3, we use a genetic algorithm to
construct test cases. For each test case s, we use the fitness function fit() shown in the formula 1 to
calculate its fitness value fitValue.

fit (s) =
{

cr, No exception is triggered
0, Triggered exceptions

(1)

If one test case s has triggered the service error, it is the optimal solution, and subsequent mutations
are no longer needed, so the fitness value is 0. If the test case has not triggered the service error, its
fitness value is the coverage rate cr of the services driven by it. When the fitness value of a test case is
greater than the threshold w, it will be a candidate test case data to set TmpSeedDataSet. If w is set
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too large, a large number of test cases will be eliminated. If w is set too small, it will reduce the test
efficiency for too many test cases are included. We set w to be 20%.

The filtered test cases need to perform mutation operations on the data. Preliminary analysis
shows that the data contains multiple parameters, which leads to the need for multi-parameter
mutation in the parameter mutation stage. The mutation method designed in this paper is based on the
test efficiency, that is, to ensure the test coverage and reduce the test time. Therefore, the parameters
in the test case are divided into two priority levels: (1) The high priority consists of non-array type
parameters; (2) The low priority consists of array type parameters. The mutation selects parameters
with high priority and the process parameters with low priority. The method of random screening is
adopted for the parameters of the same priority, but it is guaranteed that the same parameter will not
be subjected to repeated mutation processing. As described in Algorithm 3, randomly obtain one of
the test cases s in the candidate seed pool TmpSeedDataSet, and obtain the parameter priority order
list of sparamList. According to the parameter priority, a new test case is formed by mutation and
added to the seed pool seedDataSet.

To ensure the test efficiency of the test case, formula (2) is the termination function of the test case
fs(). When the test case s triggers an exception, the test case does not need to be mutated. When the
number of mutation iterations of the test case s has reached the maximum value MC (set to 400), the
test case s will not continue the mutation test.

fs (s, ni) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

true, s triggered exceptions
true, ni ≥ MC
false, otherwise

(2)

4.4 Drive Native System Service

As shown in the 11th line of code in Fig. 6, the client of the native system service realizes
the communication with the server by calling the transact() function. Based on the native system
service interface obtained in the above process and the generated test data of the corresponding
interface, BArcherFuzzer customizes a script to call the native system service. The script realizes
the communication between the client and the server by explicitly calling the transact() function.
BArcherFuzzer supports dynamic fuzzing of all native system service interfaces. In the process of
fuzzing, this article also monitors the abnormal log of the system and the code coverage of the tested
system service. This article is based on Frida [8] to monitor the code coverage of system services. All
abnormal data during the fuzzing is stored for finding vulnerabilities. Once the test case is used, the
code coverage driven by it is recorded. These data will be used in conjunction with algorithm 3 to
generate new test seed data.

5 Evaluation

In the experimental section, we focus on answering two research questions (RQs):

(1) RQ1: Can BArcherFuzzer detect vulnerabilities for native system services?
(2) RQ2: Can the genetic algorithm optimize the fuzz test coverage?

5.1 Experimental Data and Environment

Environment. The computer used in the experimental environment is an i7 CPU and 8 GB memory
and is equipped with a Ubuntu 18.04 system. The smartphones are Nexus 5x and Pixel 2 with versions
android-6.0, android-7.1.2,android-8.0, android-9.0, and android-11.0.
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5.2 Results and Analysis

(1) Answering RQ1: BArcherFuzzer can detect native system service vulnerabilities

We set the Android 6.0 system in the Nexus 5x phone, and the Android 11.0 system in Pixel
2 phone. BArcherFuzzer continues to work for 30 days on the two mobile phones separately.
Hundreds of exception messages were recorded in the experimental results. We manually confirmed
the exception messages and reported them to Google. There were 4 confirmed vulnerabilities. The
above vulnerabilities were caused by inconsistent data and inconsistent logic processing of Android
native system services. After the official assessment of the difficulty of exploiting the vulnerabilities
we submitted, Google assigned a CVE number to one of them.The details are shown in Table 2. Among
them, CVE-2020-0363 is a vulnerability caused by inconsistent processing between the client and the
server. In Table 2, it can be seen that BArcherFuzzer can effectively detect Android native system
service vulnerabilities. Based on the vulnerabilities found in the test environment, BArcherfuzzer
work on other versions of Android system with the same test cases and detect same vulnerabilities.
BArcherFuzzer can work with most major Android versions.

Table 2: Details of detected vulnerabilities

Android ID Server Android OS Status

132200822 Media server 6.0, 7.1.2, 8.0, 9.0 CVE-2020-0363
129579042 Media server 6.0, 7.1.2, 8.0, 9.0 Confirmed
172841078 Media server 11.0 Confirmed
172851300 Media server 11.0 Confirmed

1) Case study-CVE-2020-0363

There is a native system service BpMediaMetadataRetriever in the IMediaMetadataRetriever.cpp
file in the Android 6.0 system. As shown in Fig. 8, the code for requesting the function of setData-
Source in the client of the service. There are two conditional branches in the function process. If the
condition of the 14th line is met, then the 15th line is executed, and the data encapsulated in the data
is Int32; otherwise, the 18th line is executed, and the data encapsulated in the data is Int64. As shown
in Fig. 9, in the code of the server response, the request sent by the client is obtained from the data in
the deserialized data, and the processing logic has only one conditional branch. The 10th line indicates
that data directly deserializes data according to Int64. In this way, once the encapsulated data of the
client is Int32, the client’s data encapsulates the data of Int32, resulting in the confused data by reading
between the 10th and 15th lines of the server. It causes the existence of deserialization vulnerabilities,
which can lead to risks such as Dos attacks and information leakage.
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Figure 8: Sample code for the client (BpBinder) to call the system service

Figure 9: Sample code for the server (BBinder) to respond to system service request

Insight. Experimental results show that BArcherFuzzer can effectively detect vulnerabilities in
Android native system services, and can detect vulnerabilities caused by inconsistent processing
between the client and the server.

(2) Answering RQ2: The test case generation algorithm can improve code coverage

For the fuzzing test of Android system services, test cases are one of the key factors that affect
the effect. A good test case construction algorithm can enable fuzzing tool to trigger more code
coverage in a short time and find more exceptions. To increase the test coverage of the fuzzing test, the
genetic algorithm (GA) is used to generate the test cases. The seed generation algorithm of random
(RD) is commonly used in fuzzy testing. To verify the effectiveness of this method, we use seed
data generated by a genetic algorithm to do a fuzz test (Fuzzer+GA) and seed data generated by
a random algorithm to do a fuzz test (Fuzzer+RD) for comparison experiments. We used dynamic
instrumentation technology (Frida) to count the number of executed code blocks. The experiment
selects the same service interfaces and the same number of iterations for testing and then calculates
the average coverage rate. The result is shown in Fig. 10, it can be seen the generation of seed based on
a genetic algorithm can improve the coverage rate, and reach a coverage rate of 32% in a few iterations,
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which can improve the testing efficiency of the fuzzing. Additionally, it also takes less time to achieve
the same code coverage.

Figure 10: Coverage rate of fuzzing using genetic algorithm and non-genetic algorithm

Insight. The genetic algorithm to generate test cases can not only improve the coverage of the test
code but also increase the coverage to 32% in a short time. The efficiency of the fuzzing is sped up.

6 Related Work

The research on Android vulnerability detection is mainly divided into two aspects: One is
vulnerability detection for Android applications and the other is vulnerability detection for Android
systems.

First, review the vulnerability research of the Android system. Gong et al. [9] paid attention
to the security of the Binder IPC interfaces of the Android system service. They pointed out that
Binder is the actual security boundary of the Android system service. Through manual testing, they
discovered the critical vulnerabilities related to Binder and proved its insecurity, they also reflected the
importance of Binder’s security to the Android system. Wang et al. [10] proposed a fuzzing test method
for the Android Java service interface compiled from AIDL files. Chizpurfle [4] used the Java reflection
mechanism instead of relying on the Android system source code to obtain the Java service interface
and its parameter types. Based on the above information, Chizpurfle was used to test the Java service
vulnerabilities of the Android system of the third-party manufacturer’s customized system. However,
this detection method cannot be used to detect vulnerabilities in Android local system services. In
addition, some studies [11,12] are focusing on input verification vulnerabilities of Android services.
Several other studies [13–15] focused on vulnerabilities caused by inconsistency in access control
associated with Android services in the Android framework. KOOBE [16] provided a comprehensive
survey on kernel vulnerability mining technology, summarizing the current methods and technologies
and pointing out future research directions. Wang et al. [17] proposed an Android kernel vulnerability
mining technology based on static analysis. The authors used static analysis methods to scan and
analyze the source code of the Android kernel to identify potential security vulnerabilities. Lu et al. [18]
proposed an Android kernel vulnerability mining technology based on dynamic analysis. The authors
used dynamic analysis methods to monitor and test the running Android kernel to identify potential
security vulnerabilities.
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For the vulnerability research of Android applications, Wei et al. [19] analyzed the vulnerabilities
caused by the use of JavaScript in the APP. However, they did not give a verification method for
the vulnerability. Mutchler et al. [20] analyzed large-scale applications and found vulnerabilities
in every corner of the Android ecosystem. Nevertheless, they did not give an analysis method for
specific vulnerabilities. Chin et al. [21] focused on analyzing Android’s WebView component-related
vulnerabilities and summarized the vulnerability analysis methods. Li et al. [22] conducted a detailed
analysis of vulnerabilities in the background communication process of music Android applications
and proposed a detection tool by analyzing the causes of the vulnerabilities. Yang et al. [23] are
concerned about the security issues caused by hybrid Origin Stripping Vulnerability (OSV) in Android
applications. Based on the analysis, a detection tool for the above-mentioned vulnerabilities was
proposed. Qian et al. [24] used an APP attribute graph (APG) structure to represent APP vulnera-
bilities. Then, detection tools are proposed for 5 common Android application layer vulnerabilities.
Wu et al. [25] detected the confused deputy vulnerability of the Android application based on the
features of the Android Manifest file and the control flow graph (CFG).

Analysis and research on Android inter-process communication vulnerabilities [26–31] usually
use data flow analysis methods. AmanDroid [26] identified privacy leak vulnerabilities by tracking
component interactions. Iccta [29] solved the problem of privacy leakage through taint flow analysis.
Epicc [30], IC3 [31] and Lee et al. [32] are both used to statically extract information from Android
applications to detect communication vulnerabilities between APP processes. Ma et al. [33] proposed
a method that converts Java code into abstract syntax tree (AST) features and then used machine
learning models to detect Java programs’ vulnerabilities. At the same time, they also proposed unique
repair fragments for different vulnerabilities. To achieve the purpose of both detection and repair,
Dam et al. [34] also proposed a vulnerability detection model for the Java language. They used LSTM
to obtain the grammatical features of the Java program, obtained the semantic features through the
clustering algorithm, and used the random forest algorithm for vulnerability detection.

7 Limitation

This study has potential limitations. Although the research results of this paper have shown that
BArcherFuzzer can find related vulnerabilities in multiple versions of Android systems, the number
of CVEs is still small. In addition, there are a large number of bugs found at present, and it takes
manpower to re-verify and screen effective and confirmed vulnerabilities.

Future research should be undertaken to explore the method applicable to the vulnerability
discovery of other IoT devices of Android systems and to explore the test case generation algorithm
with better performance.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we aimed at the data inconsistency vulnerability and processing between the client
and the server of the Android native system service. We propose a fuzzing method based on interfaces
of the native system service of the client. To optimize the fuzzing code coverage and test efficiency, we
propose a test case construction method that supports multi-parameter mutation based on the genetic
algorithm and the priority strategy. Based on the above methods, we design and implement a fuzzer-
BArcherFuzzer, It can achieve a coverage rate of 32% in 200 test case iterations. In the system test for
Android 6.0 and 11.0, 4 vulnerabilities were successfully discovered from hundreds of crash messages,
3 of which were confirmed by Google and 1 was assigned a CVE number (CVE-2020-0363).
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